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crossing the river. For the upstream rower, some of his rowing effort goes into battling the curren,
and so his “cross river” speed will be only a fraction of his rowing speed.

17, The baseball is hit and caught at approximately the same height, and so the range formula of

R = v, sin 20(/g is particularly applicable. Thus the baseball player is judging the initial speed of

the ball and the initial angle at which the ball was hit.

I 8. The arrow should be aimed above the target, because gravity will deflect the arrow downward from a
horizontal tlight path. The angle of aim (above the horizital) should increase as the distance from
the target increases, because gravity will have more time to act in deflecting the arrow from a
straight-line path. If we assume that the arrow when shot is at the same height as the target, then the

range formula is applicable: R = v sin 200/g —* o = ±sin’ (Rg/v). As the range and hence

the argument of the inverse sine function increases, the angle increases.

Ei1 The horizontal component of the velocity stays constant in projectile motion, assuming that air
resistance is negligible. Thus the horizontal component of velocity 1.0 seconds after launch will be
the same as the horizontal component of velocity 2.0 seconds after launch. In both cases the

horizontal velocity will be given by v, = cos 0 = (30 m/s)(cos 30’) = 26 rn/s.

20. (n) Cannonball A, with the larger angle, will reach a higher elevation. It has a larger initial vertical
velocity, and so by Eq. 2-lIe, will rise higher before the vertical component of velocity isO.

(h) Cannonball A, with the larger angle, will stay in the air longer. It has a larger initial vertical
velocity, and so takes more time to decelerate to 0 and start to fall.

(c) The cannonball with a launch angle closest to 45° will travel the farthest. The range is a
maximum for a launch angle of 45°, and decreases for angles either larger or smaller than 45°.


